News Headlines 06/22/2021

- Local fire personnel join FEMA Task Force 6 to respond to large-scale emergencies
- News Update: Essex, CA: Lightning strikes ignited two separate vegetation fires in the Old Woman Mountains area.
Fifteen San Bernardino County Fire members, including three from stations in Fontana, recently joined FEMA California Task Force 6 (CA-TF6), which is based in Riverside. (Contributed photo by San Bernardino County Fire Department)

Fifteen **San Bernardino County Fire** members, including three from stations in Fontana, recently joined FEMA California Task Force 6 (CA-TF6), which is based in Riverside.

CA-TF6 has been deployed to numerous federal emergencies over the years. Some of the previous deployments include earthquakes, the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, the Northridge earthquake, the 9-11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center in New York City, and Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans.

The City of Riverside Fire Department is the sponsoring agency for CA-TF6. Participating members include Corona Fire Department, Hemet Fire Department, Murrieta Fire and Rescue, Pechanga Fire Department, CALFIRE/Riverside County Fire Department and now San Bernardino County Fire.

Specialties include search specialists, heavy rescue specialists, Haz-Mat specialists, medical team, heavy riggers, structural engineers, and logisticians. The team also includes non-fire civilians with professional specialty expertise necessary to complete the missions. Civilian member skills include structural engineers, medical doctors, search dogs and handlers.

Some of the new members include Mike Swingle, a rescue specialist, and Jesse Sparks, a Haz-Mat specialist, from Fire Station 72 in Fontana, as well as Kirk McKay, a Haz-Mat specialist from Fire Station 73 in Fontana.

Also participating are Chris Bash and Anthony Forrand, rescue specialists from Fire Station 76 in Bloomington.

Others from San Bernardino County are Robert Stine, Robert Edie, Tim Goforth, Jeremiah Johnson, Steve Walczak, Michelle Smith, Carlos Canizales, Brent Cannon, Doug Jordan, and Kyle Hauducouer.

Urban Search and Rescue (US&R) is a "multi-hazard" discipline that may be needed for a variety of emergencies or disasters, including earthquakes, hurricanes, typhoons, storms, tornadoes, floods, dam failures, technological accidents, terrorist activities and hazardous materials releases.

CA-TF6 is one of 28 National Task Forces and one of eight in California that respond as either FEMA or as a California EMA resource during emergencies requiring highly skilled search and rescue personnel. Although US&R Task Forces are a FEMA resources, they also work for, and in support of, local response agencies.
As US&R program manager, Division Chief Steve McKinster plans, organizes and administers the program during day-to-day operations and during team deployments. Within the US&R division, Captain Kenny Lundgren is the task force cache manager who maintains the team’s state of readiness. Mike Avila is the task force account clerk and Billy Milligan is the training manager.

The primary role of the California US&R System is to provide highly trained, motivated and experienced personnel, specialized tools, equipment and techniques for the purpose of rescuing persons in peril as a result of natural and manmade disasters, terrorist acts and acts of war, as well as to provide large scale incident management coordination and support, as applicable, in support of overall incident operations.
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News Update: Essex, CA: Lightning strikes ignited two separate vegetation fires in the Old Woman Mountains area.
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Essex, California: ZachNews has received updated information regarding the reported vegetation fire that people to the south of Interstate 40 in the Old Woman Mountains.

Michelle Van Der Linden, Public Affairs Officer for California Desert District of the Bureau of Land Management, told ZachNews that there were two vegetation fires that occurred in that area.

“The first is Old Woman which is currently in patrol status and 100% contained. This fire started last Thursday, roughly around 1:00 p.m., burned roughly 47 acres in an extreme rocky / steep area. In addition to the extremes the location presented, the fire crew also dealt with extreme temps as well. A second fire was detected in the area on Saturday, which was named Old Woman II, which is now out but burned roughly 10 acres,” said Michelle Van Der Linden.

At around 10:14 p.m. PT on Thursday, June 17th, 2021, reports were coming into dispatch of twinkling glow of the possibly vegetation fire south of Interstate 40 near Fenner, California.

Medical Engine 32 from San Bernardino County Fire Department’s Station 32 in Needles, California did respond to the area of the reports and confirmed there was a vegetation fire, and told Comm-Center to notify Bureau of Land Management of the fire if they didn’t know.

As for the cause of both of these vegetation fires, Michelle Van Der Linden tells ZachNews, “Early indications are that lightning strikes ignited both.”

Weather radar during the hours before the reported vegetation fire showed scattered rain passing over the high desert area near Essex, California.